Continuous dependence inequalities are derived for a system of equations that models penetrative convection in a thermally conducting viscous fluid with a linear buoyancy law. Both the forward-in-time problem and the improperly posed backwardin-time problem are analyzed. These results indicate that solutions depend continuously on a parameter in the boundary data.
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Our goal then is to derive inequalities indicating that a solution to the Navier-Stokes equations coupled with the convective heat equation depends continuously on a parameter specified in the boundary data. We shall consider both the forward-in-time problem and the improperly posed backward-in-time problem on bounded spatial domains. Let fl C R" (n = 2,3) be such a domain with boundary T. If c M2, then we require F to be Lipschitz while for domains in R3, we assume T is a C2 surface. We consider the system Vi,t + VjVij = -p,i +Avi + biT, ( Here Vi(x,t) is the ith (i = 1,2,3) component of the fluid velocity, p is the modified pressure, T(x,t) is the temperature, and bi(x,t) is the body force. Without loss of generality, we have assumed that the coefficient of viscosity and thermal diffusivity are unity.
Standard indicial notation is used throughout this paper and differentiation is denoted by a comma. We shall restrict our attention to classical solutions of (1.1)-(1.5), which we assume to exist on the time interval (0, to). In addition, we assume, for the problem in R3, that the data are sufficiently smooth and compatible so that the partial differential equation (1.3) is satisfied on t = 0.
In the next section we derive some supplementary inequalities that we need to establish our main results. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the forward-in-time problem defined for OCR3 and OCR2, respectively. We turn to the ill-posed backward-in-time problem in Sec. 5. Some of the bounds we need to establish continuous dependence on the boundary parameter for solutions of the forward-in-time problem are included in the appendix.
As is to be expected, the results for the forward problem in R3 are much less satisfactory than those in R2. To derive the continuous dependence result in R3 we require more smoothness and compatibility, and some restriction on the size of the data is required if the result is to hold on (0, to). For the ill-posed backward-in-time problem, solutions must of course be more severely constrained.
Useful inequalities.
In the subsequent sections we will make frequent use of an assortment of integral inequalities. We list here a number of those which will be needed in the later sections.
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We remark first that on the interval (0, to) where Vi is assumed to be bounded, T satisfies the maximum principle for parabolic equations, and it follows that |T|<max|T0|.
(2.1)
The maximum value of \T\ cannot occur on dU for 0 < t < to, since if it did occur at a dT, dn 1 point P on dfl at time t then if T(P, t) > 0 it follows that jr~(P, t) < 0, a contradiction. Similarly if T(P,t) < 0 then t) > 0, again a contradiction. Thus, the maximum value of |T| must occur on t = 0.
We now derive two Lp inequalities for T. The second of these inequalities will be used with various values of p in our proofs in Sees. 3 
Jo Jn Jn
In the next two sections we also require a bound for the quantity f0 fr e~^^t~T>^T2 da dr] for specific values of the positive constant (3. To find such a bound we first note that -f T2 da + I T,i T,i dx = -f TAT dx = -f TT,t dx, For specific values of A and u, see [1] . It has been known for some time that A < 2-1/2 and v < 3_3//4, [8] .
Bounds for various other norms of Vi and T will be derived in the Appendix. For some positive constant a, to be determined later, we now define the function $>(t) given by
We will derive a first-order differential inequality for <!>(£) which will yield a result of the type (3.4). where fj, = h(k, 1). We now choose the constant a so that the quantity in square brackets in the first term on the right is positive. Any value of a less than A/li will suffice. We observe that as a decreases the coefficient of {fQ T6 dx}2'3 increases. We could, for instance, choose a = 4^, but in any case we are led to an inequality of the form Otherwise, for 0 < t < min{£o,£i} we obtain an inequality of type (3.26) in which M2 is now a function of t that tends to infinity as t -> t\. The continuous dependence inequality is finally made explicit by bounding the integral on the right of (3.26) in terms of data.
This bound follows from (2.21) with (3 = A\. Thus we obtain $(t) < f Tndxe~Alt (3 27) [2MM)-A1]Jn1°dxe (3"27)
is valid for 0 < t < min{t0,£i}, which establishes continuous dependence on the parameter K.
We have established the following result: [(T -T*)2 + a(vi -v*)(vi -<)] dx < P(t, tx, T0, v°)(k -n*)2e~A(3.28)
Here P(t,ti,To,v°) is a computable quantity that tends to infinity as t -> t\, and
It is clear that this result is far from optimal because of the more or less arbitrary choices made for the constants arising in the derivation. Different choices for values of the constants could lead to a larger interval of continuous dependence. We have not pursued the question of the optimal choice for these constants. We should point out that (3.27) holds for to in the indicated range as long as the base flow remains bounded on that interval. It is interesting that in M2 our stability result has involved neither bounds for f() VijVij dx nor f[} vl%tvl t dx. Consequently, it has not been necessary to assume that the differential equation is satisfied on t = 0. We note further that in IR2 we have not had to impose smallness assumptions on the initial data in order to obtain a stability inequality that is valid for all t. This means that in R2 we may permit to to go to infinity. These results are similar to those obtained by Song [9] for the Navier-Stokes equations.
Backward-in-time
problem.
Instead of considering the original equations backward in time, we will replace t by -£ and study the resulting system forward in time. Continuous dependence of solutions on the parameter a can be obtained using logarithmic convexity arguments (see Payne [6] ). We thus introduce the functional 3>(i) = f [ (t -ri)2(uiui + 02) dx drj + a2Q2 (5.8) Jo Jn where Q2 is a constant data term to be chosen. We now show that there exist constants ai and &2 such that
To this end, we differentiate (5. 
